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Abstract—Blocking microarchitectural (digital) side channels
is one of the most pressing challenges in hardware security today.
Recently, there has been a surge of effort that attempts to block
these leakages by writing programs data obliviously. In this model,
programs are written to avoid placing sensitive data-dependent
pressure on shared resources. Despite recent efforts, however,
running data oblivious programs on modern machines today is
insecure and low performance. First, writing programs obliviously
assumes certain instructions in today’s ISAs will not leak privacy,
whereas today’s ISAs and hardware provide no such guarantees.
Second, writing programs to avoid data-dependent behavior is
inherently high performance overhead.
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(a) Insecure code.
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(b) Equivalent data oblivious code.

Fig. 1: Non-oblivious (1a) and equivalent data oblivious codes (1b).
The word secret denotes private data.
(e.g., [13], [14], [15], [1], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21],
[22], [23], [24], [8], [25]). Data oblivious code, a.k.a. “constant
time” or “running programs as circuits,” blocks side channels
by disallowing private data-dependent control flow. Figure 1
gives an example. Figure 1a leaks private information over
microarchitectural side channels—namely, program execution
time (the ‘if-taken’ case executes more instructions) and
memory footprint (if x and y touch different lines in cache).
To block these leakages, a data oblivious program will evaluate
both sides of the branch as shown in Figure 1b. A ternary
operator—e.g., implemented as the x86 cmov instruction or
bitwise operations—chooses the correct final result (Figure 1b,
Line 4). Since executing each side of the branch is independent
of the secret, and the ternary operator does work independent
of the secret, running the code data obliviously does not leak
the secret.

This paper tackles both the security and performance aspects
of this problem by proposing a Data Oblivious ISA extension
(OISA). On the security side, we present ISA design principles
to block microarchitectural side channels, and embody these
ideas in a concrete ISA capable of safely executing existing data
oblivious programs. On the performance side, we design the OISA
with support for efficient memory oblivious computation, and
with safety features that allow modern hardware optimizations,
e.g., out-of-order speculative execution, to remain enabled in the
common case.
We provide a complete hardware prototype of our ideas, built
on top of the RISC-V out-of-order, speculative BOOM processor,
and prove that the OISA can provide the advertised security
through a formal analysis of an abstract BOOM-style machine.
We evaluate area overhead of hardware mechanisms needed to
support our prototype, and provide performance experiments
showing how the OISA speeds up a variety of existing data
oblivious codes (including “constant time” cryptography and
memory oblivious data structures), in addition to improving their
security and portability.
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A. Challenges
Despite the promise of data oblivious programs to block
side channels, future progress faces two key challenges.
Security: Existing Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs) provide
no guarantees that instructions used in data oblivious codes
can block leakages over microarchitectural side channels.
For example, if cmov (assumed to be a “secure” ternary
operator in [1], [23], [17], [19]) was ever implemented as
the microcode sequence branch+mov, the secret condition
would leak through branch predictor state and whether hardware
speculation results in a squash. Being ISA-invisible, these
changes can occur at any time. Case in point, Intel has stated
that cmov’s behavior w.r.t. speculation may change in future
processors ([26], Section 3.2).

I NTRODUCTION

With the rise of cloud computing and internet services,
digital or microarchitectural side channel attacks [1] have
emerged as a central privacy threat. These attacks exploit
how victim and adversarial programs share hardware/virtual
resources on shared remote servers (e.g., an amazon EC2 cloud).
Simply by co-locating to the same platform, researchers have
shown how attackers can learn victim program secrets through
the victim’s virtual memory accesses [2], [3], hardware memory
accesses [4], [5], branch predictor usage [6], [7], arithmetic
pipeline usage [8], [9], [10], speculative execution [11], [12]
and more. Given the many avenues to launch an attack, it
is paramount for researchers to explore holistic and efficient
defensive strategies.

Beyond cmov, the larger problem is that commercial
ISAs such as x86 give engineers significant rope to perform
data-dependent optimizations during program execution. For
example, it is well known that arithmetic units can sometimes
take data-dependent time [8], [9]. We provide a comprehensive
background on related vulnerabilities in Section III-B. Any
of these software-invisible optimizations can undermine the

Recently, there has been a surge of work that attempts to
block all digital side channels, on commercial machines, by
writing and compiling programs in a data oblivious fashion
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